AIRLINE NAME: Jetway Airlines
WEBSITE: www.jetwayairlines.com
Date: 8th Jan 2016 to 17th Jan 2016
From: New Delhi
To: Singapore
Date of jtheirney: 7th September 2106
Return jtheirney: 15th September 2016

CLASS OF TRAVEL
ECONOMY
BUSINESS
FIRST

PRICE
Rs. 8,270
Rs. 35,450
Rs.1,08,160

ECONOMY CLASS:
Be inspired by their innovative and revolutionary designed seats that allow you to stretch out
while the seat automatically moves into an ergonomic position, providing added comfort. Let
long jtheirneys no longer be tiresome.
Their ‘hammock’ headrests, unique foot net and new 6-way headrest are designed to provide
you that extra comfort so you reach ytheir destination refreshed and relaxed.
An absolute treat for food lovers, their carefully designed menus and exquisite presentations
of delectable Indian and international cuisine are an enticing celebration of culinary
pleasures.
Enjoy in-flight entertainment on their personal 10.6 inch touch screen TV. Create their own
playlist or catch up on one of the latest blockbusters. We even have games and TV shows to
ensure you enjoy what we call complete entertainment.
FIRST CLASS:
Imagine sleeping in their own private bedroom, 40,000 feet above the ocean. It’s not a dream
- it’s the luxurious Jet Airways First Class experienced.
Step into their own private suite. With dual sliding doors, night sky mood lighting, and so
much more, their First Class offers more peace and comfort than you can imagine. Take
advantage of their private wardrobe and arrive in style, no matter where you go.

Personalise their five-ctheirse meal from their selection of international cuisine, while sipping
on a glass of Bollinger La Grande Année. Or choose from their collection of award-winning
wines.
You can also explore their exclusive collection of the finest handpicked whiskies from across
the world or give their signature Jet Airways CSlip on their Bose noise cancelling
headphones and switch on their 23-inch flat screen TV. We have blockbusters from
Hollywood and Bollywood, audio CDs on their Jukebox, and a range of award-winning TV
shows to watch.ocktail a try.

BUSINESS CLASS:
Catch up on work or stretch out and relax in the most spacious seat in the sky and you’ll
realise why Jet Airways Première is an experience unlike any other! Herringbone seat
configuration gives easy aisle access for every seat, and with a laptop plug-in socket at every
seat, you’ll always be connected.
Their Première cabin features a revolutionary lie-flat bed, surrounded with a wall of privacy
and personal space. Chill out with a book or just get that well-deserved rest, and arrive at
their destination relaxed and refreshed.
Experience a fine dining experience onboard with a choice of having their meal whenever
you please with their 'Dine Anytime' feature. Savtheir some of the best culinary delights
served throughout the flight and enjoy the flexibility of ordering any of their preferred
options, anytime. This feature is available only on flights operated by A330 and Boeing 777
aircraft.
From Hollywood and Bollywood blockbusters to TV shows to business news, the latest ondemand in-flight entertainment is available at their fingertips – on their own personal 15.4inch, touch screen LCD TV. We’ll even bring you popcorn for the complete movie
experience.
Class
Economy
First class
Business class

Price
Inelastic
Elastic
Elastic

The price differs because there are different facilities available in different classes. In
business class they are more facilties because they are standard classes. But in economy they
are less in price for several reasons.They provide less facilities in comparision to other
classes. It is less flexible than others.The price differs due to different factors such as food,
electricity etc. So the economic class is inelastic as it take less part of their income
comparision to other two classes/.

